In the equiatomic FeRh alloy a first-order magnetic phase transition takes place at about 320 K when the alloy transforms to a ferromagnetic (F) phase from a low temperature antiferromagnetic (AF) one, the second-order phase transition from F phase to a paramagnetic (P) one occurs at the Curie point of about 665 K [I] . At high pressures the interval of existence of an F phase becomes narrower and ferromagnetism vanishes at about 60 kbar. At p > 60 kbar the secondorder AF-P transition takes place [I] .
The FeRh alloy has the crystal structure of the CsCl type in P and F phases. In AF phase the alloy can be considered as the FCC type with a doubled lattice parameter. Calculations of the band structures at various lattice parameters were carried out by using the scalar-relativistic LMTO method [2] . The exchange and correlation were taken into account by the localspin-density (LSD) approximation [3] . The densities of states (DOS) were obtained by means of the tetrahedron technique [4] . Band calculations using the LMTO method are paramater free but for the partition of the unit cell into the individual atomic spheres. This partition is inevitably somewhat arbitrary, but we have employed what we believe to be a sensible way, i.e. from the set of band structure calculations derived with the various ratios [ i = s~e / S R h we choose the value of = 1.065 which corresponds to the minimal charge transfer between Fe and Fth atoms.
The band structure in P phase is characterized by ting under pressure what in turn is given rise by charge transfer between spin-subbands.
Because of four atoms per unit cell (three of which are inequivalent: Fe, Fe', Rh) the DOS in AF phase is more complex than in P and F phases (Fig. lc) The calculated curves of the equation of state (P (V)) for F and AF phases practically coincide. This indicates the closeness in energy of the magnetic phases.
It is known that the magnetic state is favoured over the P state if the P band structure is characterized with high DOS at EF and/or the peak in the generalized susceptibility x (q) at q = Q (e.g. (71).
At ambient pressure there are strong similarities between the band structures of present work and that of reported earlier 15-71. We have obtained by means of the LDA calculation of the Stoner criteria that I (EF) .N (EF) = 6. Thus the F state is favoured over the P state. The FS exhibits evident nesting feature in (111) direction (Fig. 2) . The opposite parts of the ninth-band FS are matched together on translation by the Q vector equal ?r/a (111). This produces a peak in x.(q) at q = Q which at the time is of the wavevector of the spin density wave ordering. The AF gap arises on the faces of the transformed Brillouin zone (chain lines in Fig. 2) , and the large part of the ninth-band FS disappears. Indeed, the DOS at 'EF in AF phase turned out to be abruptly decreased as compared with P phase (by factor of 6) and the FS is simplified.
It should be noted the pressure influence on the electronic states: Stoner criteria is weakened and the ninth-band FS coincides with faces of the transformed Brillouin zone (Fig. 2b) . Thus there exists the possibility of the direct AF-P transition as pressure increases.
